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Course Objectives

The graduate catalog describes this MPP/PhD course as:

designed to introduce students to the processes by which policy is made in the United States. It introduces students to the policy-making system, including the institutional, structural and political contexts, as well as the policy-making environment. The various stages of the policy-making process from problem definition and agenda-setting to implementation are examined and discussed, and important theories and models of policy-making are presented. Significant concepts relating to the political analysis of public policy are discussed, such as the social construction of problems, group demands, political influence and resources, motivations and incentives for political behavior, and political feasibility.

To make this task manageable, we will focus on American domestic policy and national government and politics, though a few readings address state and local government and politics. The reading load is necessarily heavy in terms of page length, but most readings are very accessible. The Blackboard site for the class identifies many optional readings should you want to continue your exploration of the topics for any week. PhD students who are considering writing a dissertation related to topics covered in this course should ask me for advice about additional relevant academic readings.

Understanding the policy-making process is difficult because participants often act strategically, sometimes intelligently and sometimes not, under highly variable conditions. And just as importantly, observers of politics--including all of us in this classroom--often have strong political and policy preferences that substantially affect how they understand the process. Given that what we are studying is extraordinarily dynamic and value-infused, you should not expect this course to set out a few universal laws of the policy-making process. Rather, the course is designed to help you use build a craft expertise--the ability to do practical political analysis for
public policy advocacy, evaluation, and management, in a way that incorporates findings from both social science research and practitioner reports.

Our class sessions will help you build that craft expertise as you discuss the concepts and methods in the readings, which include both narrative cases and quantitative analyses. I will lecture on approaches and findings that are not covered by the readings. In most class sessions we will apply concepts from the readings to current events and to the policy issues you will research individually.

Assignments and Grading

Students should complete all required reading before class, attend class regularly and participate in class.

Participation will be 20% of your final grade. Participation includes careful listening, speaking in discussions, and asking questions if you are confused. If you bring a laptop to class, I expect that you will avoid being distracted by its various applications, and I also require that you use cellphones only for emergencies. There will be a 10-minute break in each class.

In our class discussions, we will follow the rules of “academic freedom.” I hope that you will express your values as strongly as you would like, and respect the rights of others to do the same. I will express my own views at times, and when you disagree, I encourage you to challenge my position; you should be absolutely confident that I will not penalize you for doing so. The counterpart to this encouraged diversity of opinion will be the academic exercise of analyzing our differences in reference to the concepts and methods covered in the course. My hope is that everyone in the room will end the semester having reconsidered some beliefs in light of our deliberations.

Weekly writing assignments will make up another 40% of the final grade. These are due by email to meyers@umbc.edu by 9 a.m. the morning of class. They may be in the body of your email or an attachment in Pages or Word, and should be 2 pages long. Some of these assignments are labeled as “reaction” assignments in the weekly schedule. They are intended to assure that you read carefully, to help me organize the discussion, and to understand any questions you may have. Please do not write “book reports” that merely summarize a reading; instead, provide your analysis. Class discussion will likely bring to your attention ideas that you did not think about while writing your assignment; don’t worry about not having written in such a short essay about everything that could be relevant.

Other weekly writing assignments ask you to conduct practical political analysis on a current policy issue of your choice; these are labeled as “workshop” assignments. You should apply concepts from readings when completing these assignments. These assignments will cumulate into a final paper on the politics of your policy issue. The final paper is worth the remaining 40%
of the final grade, is due on 12/17 in hard copy or by email, and should be about 15 double-spaced pages long, plus references and any graphics.

The paper should be political strategy advice addressed to a client--a person or organization, real or imagined. It must set out a realistic political strategy that is likely to result in successful adoption, implementation, or termination of a policy. This policy should be a national or Maryland state government domestic policy in the United States. If you are employed in the policy area you cover in your paper, your topic should not be your primary focus at work.

Your final paper should draw on ideas and readings covered in the course and from other academic and practical sources besides those included in syllabus. Some class periods will be devoted to helping you learn how to identify useful sources. You may find that several of my web pages will provide a useful head start: http://userpages.umbc.edu/~meyers/linkampol.htm and http://userpages.umbc.edu/~meyers/linkmdstatebud.htm. Consult also the list of “strategy questions” posted in the Blackboard readings section. You are encouraged to include relevant sections from your workshop essays as long as they are edited to fit the final paper’s narrative.

My expectations for your writing style are the same in both the weekly assignments and the final paper. Papers should use clear and concise language. Employ jargon only when necessary, and explain its meaning. Pages should be numbered. The final paper should be well-organized and use sub-headings. Since the Graduate School prefers APA citation style, you should use that format. You are obligated to act ethically in conducting your work, and in particular, to not commit plagiarism. For my guidance on this, see: http://userpages.umbc.edu/~meyers/plag.htm.

Readings

There are two required texts:


All other readings are available on the course Blackboard page, as are displays I use in class and links and citations to many related optional readings.

Each week we will discuss current events, and you will often find that the substantive topics for the week are reflected in the news.

In case you have very little knowledge of the basics of American government and would like a reference source, you may find it worthwhile to buy a standard textbook; there are many options

**Class Schedule**

9/3  Political belief systems--no class on Labor Day, but submit your entry to the discussion board by this date, and read other students’ entries after that

**Pew Political Typology Quiz**

Assignment: Complete the Pew survey that categorizes respondents into ideological categories and political affiliations. For the discussion board, answer the following questions: 1. To what extent do you think the survey accurately captures your political beliefs and connections? In what ways is it accurate, and where does it make errors of commission and/or omission? Note: you are free not to reveal how you were categorized. 2. What do you think this categorization of Americans implies about the process of policy-making in the United States?

9/10  Stone’s conception of politics in policy making; theory of responsible government through elections; partisan polarization and government dysfunction

Stone, introduction and chapter 1--the market and the polis


Assignment: What evidence do you see in the last three readings that helps you evaluate the accuracy of Stone’s “Polis” model?
9/17  Constitutionalism; norms; presidentialism; Trump

Stone, chapter 16--powers


Your selections from Obama Administration, 2017, “Cabinet Exit Memos: Our Record of Progress and the Work Ahead,” January 5, and Trump Administration, current, whitehouse.gov

Reaction: Pick a policy of the Trump Administration that has changed significantly from the position of the Obama Administration. What do you hypothesize are the main reasons why policy has changed? In your opinion, in comparison to the arguments of Ornstein, Mann, and Pfiffner, are there other explanations for the policy change?

9/24  Policy values; workshop issues

Stone, chapters 2-5--equity, efficiency, welfare, liberty; chapter 12--incentives


Workshop: Choose a policy area on which you will focus your political analysis over the semester. Prepare a brief policy problem definition and identify your preferred policy response. Be explicit about the policy values that your proposal are intended to promote, drawing from Stone or from other sources. If you are new to the graduate program, see “problem definition hints” on the course Blackboard page.

10/1  Interests and pluralism; how policy affects political mobilization

Stone, chapter 10--interests


Workshop: Identify several organizations who would take a position on your preferred policy--including at least one that would likely support your position and one that would likely oppose it. Relate these identifications to at least one concept in the assigned readings.
10/8  Oligarchy and public policy; political movements


Assignment: Roberts asserts that advocates for change must “work through existing political institutions.” To what extent do you disagree? Support your argument by referencing a specific policy conflict.

10/15  Models of policy change: incrementalism, multiple streams, punctuated equilibrium, path dependence, drift, policy history

Stone, chapter 11--decisions

Kingdon, chapters 1-4 and appendix


Workshop: Find a article that describes some history relevant to your workshop policy, and based on this article describe two important historical events that are relevant to today’s policy situation. To the extent your policy is related to those reviewed by Mettler, do you agree or disagree with her status classification in Table 1?

10/22  Framing and motivated reasoning

Stone, chapter 7--symbols

Workshop: Suggest how your preferred policy position might be best framed. You may want to search through polling data and other sites listed on Blackboard.

10/29 Coupling of policy problems and solutions; political interpretations of policy indicators and policy evaluations

Kingdon, chapters 5-6

Stone, chapters 8 and 9--numbers, causes

Workshop: Identify an important policy indicator or evaluation relevant to your workshop issue. Develop a handout on one sheet of paper (you may use both sides) that succinctly supports your position. Include a data visualization that quickly communicates your message while framing it to your advantage.

11/5 Building policy advocacy coalitions


Workshop: Relying on concepts from the readings, describe how a coalition to support your policy position might realistically be developed.

11/12 Major policy changes: policy cycles and the public mood; the policy window; policy termination

Kingdon, remainder


Reaction: Using the multiple streams model, analyze whether you think gun control is politically feasible, using this definition: capable of being adopted over the next five years, and then sustained as policy for years after that.

11/19 Legislative decision-making; champions


Identify an influential member of a legislative committee with jurisdiction over your issue, and describe that legislator's likely receptivity to your proposal.

11/26 Federalism: cross-state variation


Workshop: Discuss the extent to which you believe it is desirable that for your policy issue, policies should vary across geographic subdivisions of the United States, and be determined primarily by politicians in those subdivisions. Connect your discussion to a concept from one of the readings.
12/3 Policy making through executive orders, regulations, and waivers

Stone, chapter 13, rules


Assignment: Identify and describe a regulation (in place, in preparation, or being reconsidered) that is directly relevant to your issue.

12/10 Judicial politics of policy; political prospects of legal advocacy for promoting policy goals

Stone, chapter 15, rights


Workshop: Identify any legal issues related to your policy issue that might affect whether you would choose to focus on the courts as a political arena or instead avoid them.